In recent years, ptychography has revolutionized x-ray microscopy in that it is able to overcome the diffraction limit of x-ray optics, pushing the spatial resolution limit down to a few nanometers. However, due to the weak interaction of x rays with matter, the detection of small features inside a sample requires a high coherent fluence on the sample, a high degree of mechanical stability, and a low background signal from the x-ray microscope. The x-ray scanning microscope PtyNAMi at PETRA III is designed for high-spatial-resolution 3D imaging with high sensitivity. The design concept is presented with a special focus on real-time metrology of the sample position during tomographic scanning microscopy.
INTRODUCTION & GENERAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Hard x-ray scanning microscopy is an ideal tool to follow physical and chemical processes in complex matter and thus finds applications in many fields of science, such as chemistry and physics, the bio-medical, materials, geo and environmental sciences, as well as in nanotechnology. The large penetration depth of x rays in matter allows one to study the inner structures of an object or to follow physical or chemical processes in-situ or under working conditions (operando) inside special sample environments, e. g., a catalytic reactor [1] [2] [3] [4] or a pressure cell. Various x-ray analytical techniques can be used as contrasts in the scanning microscope, allowing for quantitative measurements of physical and chemical properties inside the sample. For instance, x-ray fluorescence, x-ray scattering, and x-ray absorption yield the chemical composition (with trace element sensitivity), the local atomic and mesoscopic structure, and the local chemical environment of an element of interest, respectively. In combination with tomography, scanning microscopy yields local quantitative measurements of these physical and chemical quantities in three dimensions inside a sample without destructive preparation or inside a special environment.
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In x-ray scanning microscopy, the sample is raster scanned through a confined beam, measuring at each position of the scan one or more of the above-mentioned x-ray analytical techniques. The spatial resolution in this setting is limited by the lateral size of the x-ray beam. The smallest beams for given optics are obtained from diffraction-limited focusing, i. e., when the aperture of the optics is illuminated coherently. The smallest beam size is then determined by the numerical aperture of the optics, provided aberrations are negligible. Today, there is a variety of x-ray optics available for scanning microscopy based on external total reflection, diffraction, and refraction. As only the coherent flux from the source can be focused to the diffraction limit, the source needs to have high spectral brightness. Therefore, x-ray microscopy is mainly limited to modern synchrotron radiation sources, such as the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble, France, the Advanced Photon Source (APS) near Chicago, USA, SPring-8 in Japan, or PETRA III at DESY in Hamburg, Germany. This technique will benefit in particular from recent developments in storage-ring technology, i. e., the so-called multi-bend achromat technology pioneered by MAX-IV in Lund, Sweden. It can significantly reduce the (horizontal) emittance of a storage ring compared to conventional storage-ring designs and thus boost the spectral brightness. Today, most of the synchrotron radiation sources worldwide, including PETRA III at DESY, have plans to upgrade the storage ring to this new technology.
In the hard x-ray range, the numerical aperture (NA) of x-ray optics is typically in the range of 10 −3 and thus the lateral Airy disc size of x-ray beam is in the range of a few tens of nanometers. The size of the Airy disc is given by Abbe's resolution formula
where α is a number close to unity that depends on the aperture function, λ is the x-ray wavelength. Recent advances in x-ray optics have pushed these limits to the single-digit nanometer range, 10, 11 and theoretical considerations predict focusing in the (sub-)nanometer range. 12, 13 Improving the numerical aperture to these physical limits is very challenging and currently limited by technology.
The limitation in spatial resolution given by today's x-ray optics can be overcome by coherent x-ray diffraction imaging techniques, such as scanning coherent diffraction microscopy also called ptychography. 14, 15 In recent years this technique has developed into a routine x-ray microscopy technique available at various synchrotron radiation sources, including the hard x-ray nanoprobe station of beamline P06 at PETRA III. 16, 17 In this scanning microscopy technique, a coherent far-field diffraction pattern of the illuminated region on the sample is recorded at each scan point. From these data and the knowledge of their relative scanning positions, the complex transmission function (integral of the complex refractive index along the beam direction) can be reconstructed together with the complex wave field at the sample position using phase retrieval algorithms. 18, 19 The spatial resolution of these reconstructions is not limited by the numerical aperture of the optics but determined by the maximal momentum transfer in the diffraction patterns and can significantly exceed the resolution of conventional scanning microscopy.
HARD X-RAY NANOPROBE STATION AT PETRA III
The x-ray scanning microscope (nanoprobe) 16, 17 at beamline P06 was commissioned in 2011 and went into user operation at the beginning of 2012. It was designed based on nanofocusing refractive x-ray lenses (NFLs) 20, 21 and is located at about 98 m from the source. The transverse coherence length of the beam is matched to the aperture by a set of refractive x-ray lenses made of beryllium located at 43.5 m from the source. 17 They create a (sometimes virtual) secondary source along the beamline and allow various modes of operation:
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• A high-coherence mode, for which the lateral coherence length is made much larger than the aperture of the nanofocusing optics. In this mode, a high lateral coherence is achieved at the expense of flux.
• Matching the lateral coherence length to the size of the aperture of the nanofocusing optics to reach highest flux at smallest focus size (highest flux density).
• A high-flux mode, for which the lateral coherence length is made smaller than the aperture of the nanofocusing optics. In this mode, the focus is no longer diffraction limited, but a part of the x-ray beam that is larger than the coherent fraction is focused.
The scanner unit was designed to scan the sample in three translations (along and perpendicular to the optical axis) and one rotation (around the vertical axis) through the beam focused by nanofocusing refractive x-ray lenses. 20, 21 Two such lenses that each focus the beam in one direction need to be aligned in crossed geometry to focus the x rays to a common focal plane (requiring a minimum of ten degrees of freedom). A pair of slits defines the entrance aperture of the optics and a pinhole behind the lenses cleans the focused beam from scattered radiation. 17 As the imaging geometries and the requirements for their alignment are very similar for Fresnel zone plates (FZP) and multi-layer Laue lenses (MLL), these optics can also be used in the scanning microscope.
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In order to exploit the various x-ray analytical contrasts, a series of different detectors are employed: an energy dispersive detector (silicon drift diode, Vortex-EM from Hitatchi), various photon-counting pixel detectors for SAXS and WAXS measurements (Pilatus 300k from Dectris, Lambda 750k from X-Spectrum, and since recently an Eiger X 4M from Dectris), a high-resolution x-ray camera (Optique-Peter microscope combined with a PCO.4000 from PCO), and a calibrated PIN-Diode (Hamamatsu). While the energy dispersive detector is located on a separate table and points at the sample under 90
• from the side, all other detectors are placed on a large detector table behind the scanner. 17 An evacuated tube can be used to reduce the air scattering in SAXS and high-resolution WAXS geometry. * With the instrument, a series of experiments was carried out, reaching from the verification of the structural integrity of polymer solar cells, 28 catalysis, 4 to the investigation of semi-conductor nanorods. 26, 27, [29] [30] [31] The instrument served as a test bench for developments of methods and instrumentation in x-ray microscopy, pushing ptychography to high-resolution 15 and sensitivity 32 and combining the technique with resonant scattering to obtain chemical contrast. 33 Ptychography was used to characterize various x-ray optics, including refractive optics like adiabatically focusing lenses (AFL), 34, 35 refractive lamellar lenses (RLL), 36 and kinoform lenses, 24 and diffractive optics, such as multilayer Laue lenses (MLL) 22, 25 and Fresnel zone plates (FZP). 23 To this end, optics characterization schemes 37, 38 and a way to design corrective phase plates for x-ray optics were developed.
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Based on these developments, the new Ptychographic Nano-Analytical Microscope (PtyNAMi) was designed that is described in more detail below.
PTYNAMI: THE PTYCHOGRAPHIC NANO-ANALYTICAL MICROSCOPE AT PETRA III
The spatial resolution in ptychography is limited by the photon statistics in the diffraction patterns and by various sources of deviations from the physical model underlying the ptychographic reconstruction. Deviations from the ptychographic model can include background scattering from the scanning microscope, mechanical instabilities and drifts as well as partial coherence in the illumination. While these deviations from the ideal ptychographic model can be included in the model, best imaging results are obtained when these deviations are mitigated instrumentally. This is the rationale behind improving the hard x-ray scanning microscope (nanoprobe) at beamline P06 at PETRA III after four years of user operation. The new Ptychographic Nano-Analytical Microscope (PtyNAMi) was designed to address the above-mentioned issues:
• capturing a larger coherent fraction by appropriate prefocusing and matching the coherence length to the aperture of the nanofocusing optics.
• improving and tracking the mechanical stability of optics relative to the sample scanner. * In high-resolution WAXS geometry, a photon-counting pixel detector is placed at a large distance from the sample, facing it under a given Bragg-angle (2θ). Applications for this are reciprocal space mapping, Bragg coherent diffraction imaging, or Bragg ptychography.
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• reducing the scattering background of the instrument by an appropriate flight tube integrating a windowless in-vacuum pixel detector (Eiger X 4M). The new flight-tube system [cf. Fig. 1(b) ] that will allow for windowless in-vacuum operation of the detector is planned to be installed in 2018, as well as a new and more stable sample scanner.
Mechanical stability and the accurate metrology of sample and optics are crucial for the scanning microscope. In this article, we describe a versatile laser-interferometer system used to track the sample in the two directions transverse to the optical axis.
MEASURING THE SAMPLE POSITION IN SCANNING TOMOGRAPHY
For scanning microscopy and tomography it is essential to know where the beam hits the sample. Position uncertainties can arise from vibrations of the focusing optics and of the sample. For data analysis, only the relative movement of these objects is required, yet we decided to measure the positions of both optics and sample with regard to a common reference point on the frame of the optics unit of the scanner. In PtyNAMi, the sample is scanned through the nanobeam, while the optics are kept fixed (no movement of stages) after initial alignment. While measuring the optics' position is relatively straight forward, keeping track of the sample position within tomographic scans is more challenging and will be described in the following.
All position measurements are made by laser-interferometry. The interferometers are commercial systems provided by SmarAct and attocube systems using a modulated diode laser operated at a wavelength around λ = 1550 nm. The systems use the principle of homodyne phase quadrature, i. e., the demodulated interference signal provides the sine and cosine of the displacement. These functions draw an ellipsis in a 2D plane, the position on which is proportional to the displacement. The commercial system consists of a controller unit comprising the diode laser and an FPGA for signal evaluation and optical fibers terminating in interferometer heads. These heads have a beamsplitter in their tip which provides the reference signal for the interference.
To measure the position of the sample, we followed the following design principles: The reflector used for measuring the sample's position should be placed closely to the sample so that the reflector's motion is representative of the sample's motion (small Abbe errors). However, space around the sample is restricted from several directions: the sample is mounted on the sample stage below, the focusing optics and a cleaning aperture are placed in close proximity upstream of the sample, a fluorescence detector is placed on the right-hand side, and the downstream direction needs to stay clear for SAXS and WAXS measurements. Therefore, the interferometer access is only possible from the side of the sample opposing the fluorescence detector. We decided to place a ball lens retroreflector below the sample, with three interferometers mounted in an arc pointing into it (cf. Fig. 2 ).
Ball lenses are glass spheres with homogeneous refractive index n. Their focal length f can be calculated in ray optics by treating them as a thick lens:
where r is the radius of the sphere and the surrounding medium is of refractive index 1. The principal planes lie at the center of the lens. For n = 2 the focal length f is equal to the radius r. Collimated incoming light is therefore focused onto the opposite side of the sphere and efficiently retroreflected with similar collimation. This makes the ball lens an effective retroreflector from all perspectives, provided the center of the sphere lies on the optical axis and the beam does not extend beyond the paraxial regime of the lens (spherical approximation). In particular, the ball can be rotated over more than 180
• while continuously maintaining its ability to retroreflect the beam. This means that the position of the sample can be continuously tracked during a tomographic scan allowing easy alignment of the projections. In addition, the relative positions can be monitored during rocking curve scans of the sample in Bragg geometry. To track the sample position, we use three laser interferometers pointing at the ball lens in the plane perpendicular to the x-ray optical axis and under different angles that are approximately 30
• apart. † From the three distances measured, the position of the ball lens can be triangulated. Measuring three distances in the plane introduces some redundancy, allowing to improve the precision and accuracy of the position measurement but also to make up for the potential loss of one of the interferometer signals during a scan.
Metal coatings can be used to enhance the reflectivity of the lens. A thick coating of one hemisphere optimizes reflectivity, but limits the acceptance of the retroreflector to the other hemisphere. Depending on the rotation of the ball lens relative to the interferometers, the coating can block the signal of the lowest interferometer from certain angles (cf. Fig. 2 ). Currently, we are using the setup shown in Fig. 2a ). In tomographic scans over the full 180
• , the signal from the lowest interferometer is lost at both ends of the angular range. Due to the redundancy of the interferometers, the position can still be tracked in these cases with a slight loss in precision. This geometry illustrated in Fig. 2a) ,b) has proven most reliable and is currently used in the scanning microscope.
In applications that require a wider range of rotation the coating scheme can be adapted. One possibility is to coat the entire ball lens homogeneously with a thin semitransparent layer with an optimal reflectivity of 0.33. In this case, the overall reflectivity of the lens, i. e., transmission into the lens, reflection at the back side of the ball lens and transmission into air/vacuum, is R = 0.148. This reflectivity is uniform from all perspectives over 4π solid angle. Applying this coating evenly over the entire sphere with the ideal thickness was found to be challenging, furthermore the reduced reflectivity reduces the signal strength in the interferometer, hence requiring more accurate alignment. These limitations deemed this coating variant impractical for beamline operation.
A third option comprises a ball lens coated with horizontal stripes [cf. Fig. 2c) ]. This permits to reflect beams with full signal strength while rotating 360
• around the vertical axis, e. g., for tomography. Furthermore, the directions of observations of the interferometers can be tilted 60
• apart from each other, which is the optimal configuration of three observation axes in a plane to achieve uniform measurement uncertainties. This latter scheme has not been tested so far, due to difficulties in fabricating the more complex metallization pattern onto a ball lens.
In the setup [cf. Fig. 2b) ] a ball lens with a diameter of 1 cm fabricated from Ohara S-LAH79 with a refractive index of n = 1.95518 is used. The lower hemisphere is coated with chromium, the equator between coated and uncoated hemispheres is tilted 30
• with respect to the horizontal plane. The interferometer axes observe the motion from −15
• , 15
• and 45
• with respect to the horizontal plane as shown in Fig. 2a),b) . The arc mounting the interferometer heads is motorized with three linear piezo translation stages for alignment to the sample position.
CHARACTERIZATION OF MOVEMENT
Using the interferometric setup described in section 4 and shown in Fig. 2 , we have studied the stability of the former scanner of the nanoprobe. In this study, we verified that the setup was suitable to track the motion of the sample over time scales from sub-milliseconds to hours.
Tracking Fast Sample Movements: Vibrations
The sampling rates of the interferometers can reach into the megahertz range. This permits to follow the movement of the sample due to vibrations on all relevant time scales and analyze the characteristic spectrum of the motion. Typical sampling rates are set between 1 kHz and 10 kHz. Vibration spectra were correlated with (unwanted) sources of vibration in and outside of the experiment. Vibration measurements of various components were done using either additional interferometers or seismometers. (The latter devices measure accelerations instead of relative displacements.)
For a demonstration we scanned an area of 1 × 1 µm 2 in 10 × 10 steps. At each scan point a time series of the positions was recorded during a dwell time of 4.75 s. Figure 3a) shows the resulting spectrum averaged over all scan points. The most prominent peak is at 100 Hz sharp, indicating a vibration source powered by a rectified alternating current at 50 Hz. Indeed, the peak could be attributed in parts to an electromagnet used in the proximity of the setup. The same explanation is reasonable for the 50 Hz peak. The peak at 47 Hz was caused by a vacuum pump, the 120.2 Hz peak is the eigenfrequency of the granite table. Another prominent peak around 617 Hz was caused by the air-bearing rotation stage on which the sample is mounted. These diagnostics were very helpful to identify sources of vibration in the noisy experimental environment of a synchrotron radiation source. This also helps to identify unusual sources of vibrations, such as construction work. In addition, it was demonstrated that the vibrations during a scan can be followed in real time, giving access to sample positions during each individual exposure. This allows to better model the individual point spread in • .
a conventional scanning micrograph or to assess the degree of coherence in a diffraction pattern recorded in a ptychographic scan.
The parameters extracted from the scan above demonstrate that the previous x-ray microscopy scanner was sufficiently stable for conventional scanning microscopy with a resolution level from 50 to 100 nm. However, for ptychographic microscopy that pushes the spatial resolution into the sub-10 nm regime, significantly higher mechanical stability is required. Therefore, the sample scanner of the new PtyNAMi is completely redesigned and will be installed in 2018.
Tracking Slow Sample Movements: Drifts
Temperature changes in the experimental hutch can lead to thermal expansion of microscope components. The nanoprobe at P06 is temperature-stable to 10 mK when not being accessed, but any in-person interaction, especially changing the sample, can lead to hour-long drifts. These drifts are difficult to detect since they are not captured by the stages' encoders and cause a distorted imaging result. We demonstrate the correction capabilities for this kind of error using interferometry with the following example.
The sample was a conical piece of a microchip test structure. An SEM image of the sample during the preparation process is shown in Fig. 4a ). X rays at 16 keV were focused with nanofocusing refractive lenses with a working distance of 30 mm. The full width at half maximum of the focused beam was measured to be 96 × 99 nm 2 . Diffraction patterns were recorded at 2.1 m distance from the sample using an Eiger X 4M in air. The quality of the micrographs changes significantly if a vertical sample drift of about 1.7 µm h −1 occurs as in the following example. We scanned a smaller area of 2 × 2 µm 2 in 40 × 40 steps with an exposure time of 0.5 s each. Two ptychographic reconstructions of the sample phase shift can be seen in Fig. 4c ) and d). In these figures the scanned area is marked in magenta. Figure 4c ) has been reconstructed using the encoder data of the piezoelectric sample scanner. The reconstruction exhibits a staircase-shaped structure. The recorded diffraction patterns clearly indicate strong horizontal edges in the sample, but due to the drifting of the sample mainly in vertical direction the ptychgraphic algorithm tries to accommodate this drift into a false rectangular field of view, as suggested by the encoder position values. These two conflicting inputs cause a mismatch in the ptychographic reconstruction algorithm, which gives rise to the staircase artifact seen in Fig. 4c ).
In contrast, Fig. 4d ) was reconstructed using the very same algorithm and identical diffraction patterns, but with positions measured by the interferometers. In this case, the field of view is distorted by the vertical drift, but the structures of the sample are reconstructed correctly. This shows how interferometric position monitoring can compensate unintentional sample motion under imperfect experimental conditions.
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
PtyNAMi is the next generation hard x-ray scanning microscope at beamline P06 of PETRA III at DESY in Hamburg. The x-ray optics unit together with the laser interferometers for position control of the sample have been commissioned. Based on the experience gained with the previous design, the scanning microscope is improved in terms of mechanical stability and reduced background. The new sample scanner designed for maximal stability as well as the new detector system designed to reduce background signals will be completed in 2018. In this article, we presented an interferometric positioning system for the sample, which allows tracking the sample position relative to the optics in scanning microscopy and tomography on all relevant time scales to track vibrations and long term drifts. The interferometer system will be crucial for high-resolution scanning x-ray microscopy in the noisy environment of a synchrotron radiation source in user operation.
